Accumulating behavioural and neurophysiological evidence suggests that upper-2 limb control relies on contributions from both cortical and subcortical motor circuits, with 3 cortical inputs providing fine-finger function and subcortical inputs providing the ability for 4 gross movements, respectively. During recovery of function after stroke, the relative 5 contributions from these pathways may shift. Here we propose that mirror movements that 6 appear after stroke provide a non-invasive assay through which relative contributions from 7 cortical and subcortical pathways towards hand recovery can be studied. We hypothesized 8 that mirror movements, like hand function, are generated by summed contributions from 9 cortical and subcortical pathways, and suggest that subcortical contributions should be 10 characterized by a broad recruitment of fingers, while cortical contributions primarily 11 recruit the homologous finger in the passive hand. In a longitudinal stroke recovery study 12 (Xu et al., 2016), we quantified mirror movements and paretic hand function in 53 stroke 13 patients in the year following unilateral stroke. Mirror movements in the non-paretic hand 14 were exaggerated early after damage (week 2), with paretic finger presses broadly 15 recruiting multiple fingers in the non-paretic hand. On average, however, mirroring in 16 homologous fingers was 1.76 times larger than in non-homologous fingers. Over the year, 17 mirroring in the non-paretic hand progressively normalized with a time-course that 18
Introduction
Quantifying the degree of mirror movements 156 During each trial, finger presses with the instructed finger resulted in subtle forces 157 in the fingers of the passive hand ( Fig. 1B) . These mirrored forces were substantially 158 smaller than the forces produced by the instructed finger. Even at the lowest target-force 159 levels, the trajectory of these averaged mirrored forces correlated strongly with those 160 produced by the instructed fingers (Fig. 1C) . This was true for both controls (r=0.63, 95% 161 confidence interval: 0.53-0.72), and patients (r=0.61, 95% confidence interval: 0.56-0.65). 162 These correlations increased monotonically as the target-forces increased, consistent with 163 previous reports that mirrored forces are a function of the force applied with the active hand 164 (Armatas et al., 1996; Todor and Lazarus, 1986) . 165 To quantify peak forces produced during mirroring, the resting baseline force on 166 each finger prior to movement was subtracted from the subsequent force trace produced 167 during the trial. Then the peak force "#$$%&' on the passive hand was calculated as the peak 168 averaged force on the fingers during the trial: where t is the duration of the trial in seconds, and are the baseline corrected forces on 171 finger p of the passive hand. Thus, "#$$%&' indicates the peak averaged force in the passive 172 hand when the active finger produces force. 173 The passive mirrored force increased approximately linearly with the force exerted 174 by the active hand ( Fig. 1D ). To derive a singular metric of the degree of mirroring across 175 the different target force levels, we conducted a regression analysis to estimate the ratio of 176 the peak force on the instructed finger #()%&' and the peak mirrored force ( "#$$%&' ). First, 177 all trials belonging to movements of the same instructed finger were grouped together. We 178 plotted #()%&' on the x-axis and "#$$%&' for corresponding trials on the y-axis and 179 estimated the best-fit line forced through the origin that described the data points ( Fig. 1D ).
180
Sensitivity to outliers was reduced by using robust regression with a b-squared weighting 181 function. To ensure that the passive force was specific to mirroring and not due to spurious 182 finger presses of the passive hand, we only used trials where the correlations between Quantifying finger individuation ability 239 In addition to the mirrored forces, individuated finger presses also resulted in 240 enslaved forces on the uninstructed fingers of the active hand ( Fig. 1B) . These enslaved 241 forces were generally much larger than the associated mirrored forces, and at high force 1998). We quantified the degree of enslaving in the same way as for mirroring, by 244 estimating the log-slope between the peak forces on the instructed and the passive fingers on the active hand respectively. We have previously used a similar metric to quantify 246 patients impairment in finger individuation ability after stroke (Xu et al., 2016) .
248
Assessing neural activity associated with individuated finger movements 249 (fMRI) 250 Cortical activity associated with finger movements was measured in controls and 251 patients at the same time points as for the behavioural measurements, five times over the 252 course of a 1-year period ( Table 1) .
253
Participants were instructed to produce individuated finger movements inside an 254 MRI scanner in a protocol resembling the behavioural task. To reduce scanning time, only 255 four fingers on either hand were tested (ring finger was excluded). Each trial required the 256 production of 4 short isometric force presses with an instructed finger. Each trial began 257 with the instructed finger highlighted in green for 2s. A green line then appeared below the 258 finger stimulus as the go-cue for producing a short flexion force press with the instructed 259 finger within 1.9s. This cue was repeated 4 times for a total of 4 repetitive presses with the 260 instructed finger for that trial. A successful finger press required the production of either 261 1.8N or 8% of the MVF for that finger, whichever was lower. The green line turned blue to 262 signal a successful finger press. Trials were grouped as experimental runs, with each run 263 consisting of 3 trials for the 8 fingers across the two hands (a total of 3x8=24 trials/run).
264
Trials within each run were presented in pseudo-random order, and participants performed 265 8 runs at each measurement session.
266
Functional scans during task performance were obtained at three centers on two 267 different 3T Philips systems (Achieva and Ingenia). Scans were obtained with a 32-channel 268 head-coil using a two-dimensional echo-planar imaging sequence (TR=2s, 35 slices, 154 269 volumes-per-run, slice thickness 2.5mm, 0mm gap, in-plane resolution 2.5x2.5mm 2 ).
270
Within each imaging run, six rest phases lasting 10s were randomly interspersed. A T1- Each participants T1-image was used to reconstruct the pial and white-gray matter 284 surfaces using Freesurfer (Dale et al., 1999) . Individual surfaces were aligned across 285 participants and registered to match a template using the sulcal-depth map and local 286 curvature as minimization constraints.
287
The anatomical regions of interest (ROIs) were defined on the group surface using 288 probabilistic cyto-architectonic maps aligned to the average surface (Fischl et al., 2008) .
289
Surface nodes with the highest probability for Brodmann area (BA4) 2cm above and below 290 the hand-knob were selected as belonging to M1. Similarly, nodes in the hand-region in S1 291 were isolated using BA 3a, 3b, 1 and 2 (combined), again 2 cm above and below the hand 292 knob.
293
Each participants DTI and T1-images (at first measurement) were used to estimate 294 the size and location of lesions in two ROIs: i) cortical grey matter in the sensorimotor 295 cortices (M1/S1) of either hemisphere, and the ii) corticospinal tract superior to the 296 pyramids. Lesion boundaries were determined independently by radiologist (AVF) and 297 neurologist (MB) that were blind to the patients clinical information and task performance.
298
Detailed information about lesion distribution can be found in Xu et al. (2016) .
299
Finally, the parameter estimates from the GLM analysis in M1 and S1 ROIs with 300 lesion areas excluded, were identified and pre-whitened using the GLM residuals to reduce 301 the effects of estimation noise (Walther et al., 2015) . These pre-whitened parameter 302 estimates quantified the evoked-BOLD activations. As measuring participant data for all 5 303 sessions was ambitious, we ended up with an unbalanced experimental design due to 304 missing data across the fMRI experiment. We therefore used linear mixed-effects models 305 for the summary plots of the fMRI experiment ( Fig 5D; lme4 mirroring was not simply due to a symmetric digit-by-digit activation of the motor system, 
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